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1. INTRODUCTION
A classical result of H. Cartan [7] states that a biholomorphic map
between bounded complete circular domains in Cn+1 (n0) which
fixes the origin is the restriction of a complex linear isomorphism. S. Bell
[3, 4] extended the result showing that a proper holomorphic map
F: 01  02 between bounded complete circular domains in Cn+1 (n0)
such that F&1[0]=[0] is a polynomial map. Our main result gives a
sharper generalization of Cartan theorem proving that if furthermore the
principal part Fp of the Taylor expansion of F is non-degenerate, i.e.,
F&1p [0]=[0], then F=Fp :
Theorem 1.1. Let 01 and 02 be bounded complete circular domains in
Cn+1 (n0) and F: 01  02 be a proper holomorphic map. Let Fp be the
homogeneous part of lower degree in the Taylor expansion of F at the origin.
If F&1[0]=F &1p [0]=[0] then F=Fp . If moreover 01=02 :=0 and
p2, then 0 coincides with the basin of attraction of F at the origin.
Evidently our result contains Cartan’s theorem. In fact, if p=1, the con-
dition F &1p [0]=[0] means that 0 is a regular value of the finite cover F
so that the condition F&1[0]=[0] implies that F actually is a
biholomorphism and the conclusion F=F1 is exactly the statement of the
classical result of H. Cartan.
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The proof of the Theorem 1.1, based on some remarks about pluripoten-
tial theory and on methods of holomorphic dynamics, does not use Bell’s
result. On the other hand from Bell’s theorem it follows that the non-
degeneracy condition F&1[0]=[0] implies that F is polynomial so that
F=Fp+ } } } +Fq where the Fj are homogeneous polynomial maps. It is
worth mentioning that our arguments also lead to the fact that F=Fq
when F &1q [0]=[0].
Finally it is clear that the non-degeneracy conditions on F and Fp are
necessary as the following examples show: if 01=02=2_2 is the bidisc
in C2, consider F(z1 , z2)=(((2z1&1)(2&z1)) z21 , ((2z2&1)(2&z2 )) z
2
2)
or F(z1 , z2)=(z21 , z
3
2).
The dynamical aspect of our approach yields also a consequence for
proper self-maps. In fact it will be established in Section 4 that the
boundaries of basins of attraction of homogeneous polynomial maps in
Cn+1 cannot be smooth when n1. This fact, together with Theorem 1.1,
shows:
Theorem 1.2. Let 0 be a bounded complete circular domain in Cn+1
(n1) with C2 boundary. Let F: 0  0 be a proper holomorphic map and
let Fp be the homogeneous part of lower degree of its Taylor expansion at the
origin. If F&1[0]=F &1p [0]=[0], then F is a linear automorphism of 0
(and p=1).
Notations.
v Cn+1 (n0) denotes the (n+1)-dimensional affine complex space.
v & & is a fixed norm on Cn+1.
v Pn is the n dimensional complex projective space, ?: Cn+1"
[0]  Pn denotes the canonical projection, and, for any z # Cn+1"[0], we
set [z]=: ?(z).
v For any open set 0/Cn+1, b0 denotes the boundary of 0.
v For any self map f, f k denotes the k th iterate of f.
2. EFFECT OF PROPER HOLOMORPHIC MAPS ON
THE MINKOWSKI FUNCTIONALS
The Minkowski functional m of a bounded complete circular domain
0/Cn+1 (n0) is an upper semicontinuous positive function on Cn+1
which is defined by
m(z)=Inf {t>0 : zt # 0= . (1)
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As 0 is bounded, m(z)c &z& for some c>0. Furthermore the function
h :=Log m is p.s.h on Cn+1 if and only if 0 is pseudo-convex (cf. [1]) and
satisfies the homogeneity property
h(uz)=Log |u|+h(z) for any u # C and any z # Cn+1. (2)
The identity (2) shows that h is harmonic on each complex line through
the origin and is therefore maximal on Cn+1"[0]. We recall that a p.s.h
function u is said to be maximal on some open set 0 when every p.s.h func-
tion is dominated by u on G//0 as soon as it is dominated on bG. When
u is locally bounded, its maximality is characterized by the MongeAmpe re
equation: (dd cu)n=0 in the sense of BedfordTaylor. In particular this
implies (via a regularization procedure) that the maximality is preserved
under pull-back by holomorphic mappings. We refer to [10, Chaps. 3 and
4] for precise definitions and statements. The maximality of h will allow us
to study the effect of proper holomorphic maps on m. The crucial fact is the
following:
Proposition 2.1. Let 01 , 02 be two bounded complete pseudoconvex
circular domains in Cn+1 (n0), and let m1 , m2 be the corresponding
Minkowski functionals. Let F: 01  02 be a proper holomorphic mapping
such that F&1[0]=[0]. Then, the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) There exists an integer p1 such that m2 b F=(m1) p.
(ii) There exist an integer p1, a constant M>1 and a neighborhood
U of the origin such that 1M &z&
p&F(z)&M &z& p on U.
Proof. Since the functionals mj are upper semicontinuous on Cn+1 and
do not vanish outside [0], there exists A>1 such that
1
A
mj \ z&z&+=
m j (z)
&z&
A on Cn+1"[0]. (3)
Using (3), clearly (i) implies (ii) with M :=A p+1. Let us now prove the
other implication. It follows from (ii) that, for some sufficiently small =>0,
1
M
&z& p&F(z)&M &z& p on [m1 (z)=]. (4)
Setting B :=MA p+1, then one deduces from (3) and (4) that
1
B
(m1 (z)) pm2 b F(z)B(m1 (z)) p on [m1 (z)=]. (5)
Let us set hj :=Log mj , h+1, = :=(1+
Log B
p Log =) h1 and h
&
1, = :=(1&
Log B
p Log =) h1 .
Let us also consider the domain 01, = :=[=<m1<1]. Since F is proper
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we have
lim sup
z  ‘ # b01
h2 b F(z)=0.
Thus the functions h+1, = , h
&
1, = , h2 b F are therefore p.s.h on 01, = and bounded
on 01, = . Using (5) and the fact that these functions do vanishing
[m1 (z)=1], we get
ph&1, =h2 b Fph
+
1, = on b01, = . (6)
As we already observed, the functions hj are maximal on Cn+1"[0].
Thus h+1, = and h
&
1, = are maximal on 01, = and, as F
&1[0]=[0], h2 b F is
maximal on 01, = too. It then follows from the comparison theorem (see [2;
10, page 130]) that the inequalities in (6) actually hold on 01, = :
ph&1, =h2 b Fph
+
1, = on 01, = . (7)
Finally, when = tends to 0 in (7), one gets (i). K
We shall use the following consequence of the above proposition:
Lemma 2.2. Let F: 01  02 and m1 , m2 be as in Proposition 2.1. Let Fp
be the homogeneous part of lower degree in the Taylor expansion of F at the
origin. If F &1p [0]=[0], then F satisfies the following properties:
(i) m2 b F=(m1) p.
(ii) If z # Cn+1"[0] and |t|>m1 (z) then m2 (t pF( zt))=(m1 (z)) p.
(iii) m2 b Fp=(m1) p on Cn+1.
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from Proposition 2.1. If
|t|>m1 (z) then (zt) # 01 and thus m2 b F(zt)=(m1 (zt)) p=|t|&p (m1 (z)) p
which is (ii). The last assertion is obtained when |t| tends to + in (ii). K
In the case of self-maps we get stronger conclusions:
Lemma 2.3. If 01=02 :=0, m1=m2 :=m and, p2 in Lemma 2.2
then:
(i) 0=0Fp :=[z # C
n+1; limk   &F kp(z)&=0].
(ii) Log m(z)=GFp (z) :=limk   (1p
k) Log &F kp(z)&.
Proof. After iterating, the third assertion of Lemma 2.1 gives
m(F kp(z))=(m(z))
pk for any z # Cn+1. This implies that z # 0=[m<1]
if and only if limk   &F kp(z)&=0. In other words, 0 coincides with 0Fp ,
the basin of attraction at the origin of Fp . Let us now establish the
second assertion. As Fp is non-degenerate, the Green function GFp (z) :=
limk  (1pk) Log &F kp(z)& is a well defined continuous p.s.h function on
Cn+1 (see [9]). Since b0Fp=b0 and GFp obviously vanishes on b0Fp one
has GFp (
z
m(z))=0 for any z # C
n+1"[0]. Then the conclusion follows
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immediately from the fact that GFp (
z
m(z))=limk   (1p
k)[Log &F kp(z)&&
Log(m(z)) pk]=GFp (z)&Log(m(z)). K
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
When n=0 then the domains are discs and the proper maps finite
Blashke products. The conclusion then follows by direct inspection. From
now we assume that n>0. We start by reducing the problem to the case
of pseudoconvex domains. Since the holomorphic hulls 0j
t
of the domains
0j are also complete circular domains (see [7]), it suffices to know that the
map F holomorphically extends to a proper map F : 01
t
 02
t
which still
satisfies the non-degeneracy condition F &1[0]=[0]. The existence of this
extension is given by the Lemma 4.1 of [5] and it follows from the proof
of that lemma that the degree of F equals the degree of F. This last fact
clearly implies that F &1[0]=F &1[0]=[0].
The rest of the proof is based on a precise study of the identity (ii) of
Lemma 2.2. This identity shows that holomorphic curves could exist in
b02 . However, since the boundaries are not necessarily smooth, we need a
substitute to the Levi form in order to analyze this phenomenon. The
required tools are actually standard in projective dynamics, we shall use
the following (see [9]):
Theorem 3.1 (FornaessSibony). Let h be a locally bounded p.s.h
function in Cn+1 (n1) which satisfies the homogeneity property
h(uz)=Log |u|+h(z) for any u # C and any z # Cn+1.
Let ?: Cn+1"[0]  Pn the canonical projection onto the n-dimensional
complex projective space. Then:
(i) there exists a (1, 1) closed positive current T on Pn such that
T=dd c (h b s) for any holomorphic section s of ?
(ii) the nth power of T, T 7 } } } 7 T :=+, is a probability measure on
Pn which has no mass on pluripolar sets.
Let hj :=Log mj ( j=1, 2) and +j be the corresponding probability
measures on Pn. Let us set Jj :=Supp +j . We now proceed in three steps.
Step 1. If z0 # 01 and [z0] # J1 then [F(ei%z0)] # J2 for any % # R.
As [z0]=[e i%z0], it suffices to consider the case where %=0. Let U0@
(resp. U$0@) be a small neighborhood of [z0] (resp. [F(z0)]) in Pn and let
_ (resp. _$) be a holomorphic section of ? defined on U0@ (resp. U$0@). We
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may assume that ? b F b _(U0@)/U$0@ . The map F : U0@  U$0@ defined by F :=
? b F b _ is holomorphic and, since ? b (F b _)=F =? b (_$ b F ), there exists
a non-vanishing holomorphic function : such that for [z] # U0@
F b _([z])=:([z])(_$ b F )([z]).
Then, according to Lemma 2.2(i), we have for [z] # U0@
p(h1 b _)([z])=(h2 b F b _)([z])=(h2 b _$ b F )([z])+Log |:([z])|. (1)
Thus, since Log |:| is pluriharmonic, (1) gives the following equality on U0@ ,
pn (dd c (h1 b _))n=(dd c[(h2 b _$) b F ])n. (2)
If [F(z0)]  J2 then, after shrinking U0@ and U$0@ , we may assume that
(dd c(h2 b _$))n#0 on U$0@ . But then it follows from (2) that (dd c(h1 b _))n#0
on U0@ and therefore [z0]  J1 .
Step 2. If z0 # 01 and [F(z0)] # J2 then the holomorphic curve
[t pF(z0 t)] is constant on [ |t|>m1 (z0)].
Let us pick a small neighborhood U0 of z0 and a disc Dr :=[ |t&1|<r]
such that the curves #z(t) :=t pF(zt) and #z@(t) :=? b #z(t) are well defined
on Dr for any z # U0 . If #z0@ is non-constant, we may assume that #z0@(1) 
#z0@(bDr2) and thus there exists a neighborhood U$0@ of [F(z0)]=#z0@(1) such
that #z0@(bDr2) & U$0@=<. By continuity, we have #z@(bDr2) & U$0@=< for
any z # U0 , after maybe shrinking U0 . Since F is proper, the map ? b F is
locally open at z0 and we may therefore shrink U$0@ in order to guarantee
that U$0@ /[ #z@(1)=[F(z)] : z # U0]. The situation may now be sum-
marized as follows: for any point [!] # U$0@ , there exists an holomorphic
disc #z@: Dr  Pn (z # U0) such that #z@(1)=[!] and #z@(bDr2) & U$0@=<.
Our next goal is to show that the function (h2 b s) is harmonic on these
discs for any holomorphic section s of ? defined on U$0@ . Let us write
F :=(F0 , ..., Fn). Without any loss of generality, we may assume that
t pF0 ( zt){0 for (z, t) # U0 _Dr . We may also assume that s is defined on
#z@(Dr2 ) for any z # U0 and given by s([u])=(1, u1 u0 , ..., un u0 ). Then we
have
h2 b s b #z@(t)=h2 \1, t
pF1 (zt)
t pF0(zt)
, ...,
t pFn (zt)
t pF0 (zt)+ (3)
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and thus
h2 b s b #z@(t)=h2 \t pF \zt++&Log } t pF0 \
z
t+} . (4)
Because of Lemma 2.2(ii), from (4) it follows
h2 b s b #z@(t)= ph1 (z)&Log } t pF0 \zt+} (5)
and (5) shows that h2 b s b #z@ is harmonic on Dr2 . This implies that h2 b s
is maximal on U$0@ (one checks that the definition is satisfied by applying
the maximum principle on the discs #z@). Thus +2=(dd c (h2 b s))n has no
mass on U$0@ and, in particular, [F(z0)] # Pn"J2 .
Step 3. J1 /?(kp+1 [Fk=0]) and thus F=Fp .
As +1 has no mass on pluripolar sets, the inclusion J1 /?(kp+1
[Fk=0]) implies that Fk #0 for kp+1. Now let [z0] # J1 (z0 # 01). By
the two first steps, the curves #e i%z0@(t) are constant for any % # R. Thus there
exist holomorphic functions :% : Dr  C* such that #e i%z0 (t)=:% (t) #ei%z0 (1)
for any t # Dr and then:
m2(#ei%z0 (t))=|:% (t)| m2(#ei%z0 (1))=|:% (t)| m2 b F(e
i%z0). (6)
By Lemma 2.2(i), (6) becomes
m2 (#e i%z0 (t))=|:% (t)| (m1 (z0))
p. (7)
On the other hand, the assertion (ii) of Lemma 2.2 gives
m2 [#e i%z0 (t)]=m2 \t pF \e
i% .z0
t ++=(m1 (z0)) p. (8)
It follows from (7) and (8) that :% (t), and therefore #e i%z0 (t), are constant.
Thus, for any % # R we have
0=\ ddt+ t=0 #e i%z0 (t)= :kp+1 ( p&k) e
ik%Fk (z0) (9)
from which we conclude that Fk (z0)=0 for kp+1.
The statement for 01=02 :=0 and p2 is consequence of Lemma
2.3. K
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4. BOUNDARIES OF BASINS ARE NOT SMOOTH
The purpose of this section is to give a proof of Theorem 1.2: we have
to show that the basin of attraction at the origin of a non-degenerate
homogeneous polynomial map F of degree p2 is not smooth. We
proceed by contradiction and assume that the basin 0F :=
[z # Cn+1 : limk   &F k (z)&=0] has a C2-boundary. As we already saw in
Lemma 2.3, the Green function GF (z) :=limk   (1pk) Log &F k (z)& is a
well defined p.s.h function on Cn+1 and 0F=[GF<0]. Moreover, GF
obviously satisfies the following identities for any t # C, z # Cn+1 and, n # N,
GF (tz)=Log |t|+GF (z) (1)
and
GF b F n= pnGF . (2)
It is not hard to see that if 0F has a C2-boundary, then GF is a C2 defin-
ing function for 0F (see [6, Lemma 2.2]). As (2) shows, F induces a self-
map on the connected compact C2-manifold b0F=[GF=0]. Using this
fact, we shall reach a contradiction by establishing that b0F is globally
strictly-pseudoconvex. This will be achieved by using the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. If b0F is C2-smooth then there exists an open subset U of
b0F such that b0F is strictly pseudoconvex on some neighborhood of U and:
(i) b0F is strictly-pseudoconvex on n0 F n (U);
(ii) if F n branches at ’ then b0F is not strictly-pseudoconvex on
C’ & 0F .
Moreover, there exists a positive constant C such that for any integer n1:
(iii) &dF n’(X)&C( p
n2) &X& for any ’ # U and any vector X #
T’ (b0F).
Proof. The existence of U follows from the compactness and the global
smoothness of b0F (see [11, Proposition 15.5.2]. Let X be a vector which
lies in the complex tangent space to b0F at ’: X # TC’ (b0F). Then, by the
functoriality of the Levi-form L(GF , . , .) and the identity (2), one gets
L(GF , F n (’), dF n’(X))=L(GF b F
n, ’, X)= pnL(GF , ’, X). (3)
This implies the first assertion: if b0F is strictly-pseudoconvex at ’, then
the differential dF n’ must be one-to-one on T
C
’ (b0F) and therefore b0F is
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strictly pseudoconvex at F n (’). Now it suffices to check that dF n’ is not
vanishing on some direction transverse to b0F to get the second assertion.
The complex line C’ is such a direction since, according to (1), it is trans-
verse to b0F at ’ and F n (t’)=t p
nF n (’). It remains to prove the last asser-
tion. Since b0F is strictly pseudoconvex near U there exists a constant C1
such that L(GF , ’, X)C1 &X&2 for ’ # U and X # TC’ (b0F). On the other
hand, as b0F is smooth and compact, there exists a constant C2 such that
L(GF , F n (’), dF n’(X))C2 &dF
n
’(X)&
2. Thus (iii) follows directly from (3)
with C=- C1 C2 when X # TC’ (b0F). Since 0F is circular, the vector
X’=: i’ is tangent to b0F when ’ # b0F but X’  TC’ (b0F). By the
homogeneity of F we have
&dF n’(X’)&= p
n &XFn(’)&\ Inf[&’& : ’ # b0F]Sup[&’& : ’ # b0F]+ pn &X’&
and therefore the estimate (iii) is true for any ’ # U and any X #
T’ (b0F). K
As the map F is homogeneous of degree p2, its branch locus is non
empty and intersects b0F . Thus, according to the two first assertions of
Lemma 4.1, the expected contradiction would follow from the fact that
n0 F n (U)=b0F . This is actually follows from the compactness of b0F
and the expanding behavior of F n which, in the next lemma, is shown to
be consequence of the third assertion of Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a connected real manifold of dimension m with
Riemannian metric | | and associated distance \. Let f: B  M be a C1 map
defined on the unit ball B=: B(0, 1) of Rm such that |dfx(X)|K &X& for
any x # B and any X # Rm. Then, if M" f [B(0, 12)]{<, \( p, f (0))
K
2 for
any p # M" f [B(0, 12))].
Proof. Because of the inverse mapping theorem and the compactness of
B(0, 12) there exists =>0 such that f : B(x0 , 2=)  f [B(x0 , 2=)] is a C
1-dif-
feomorphism for any x0 # B(0, 12). Let g: f [B(x0 , 2=)]  B(x0 , 2=) denote
the inverse map. If #: [0, 1]  M is a piecewise C1 path connecting f (x0)
and f (x) for some fixed x satisfying &x&x0&=: r=, then &g b #(t0)&
g b #(0)&=r where t0=Sup[t # [0, 1] : #([0, t[)/f [B(x0 , r)]] and thus
KrK |
t0
0
&(g b #)$ (t)& dt|
t0
0
|df (g b #)(t) ((g b #)$ (t))| dt|
1
0
|#$(t)| dt.
Hence, we have the following local statement: \( f (x0), f (x))K &x&x0&
if &x&x0&= and the inverse g is defined on [ y # M : \( y, f (x0))<K=].
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Let us now consider p # M" f [B(0, 12)]. We have to show that
K2l=: \( f (0), p). Pick an integer N such that 2lN<K=. Then, for any
{ # ]1, 2[ there exists a chain f (0)= y0 , y1 , ..., yN&1 , yN= p such that
d( yj , yj+1)< {lN<K= for 0 jN&1. According to the above local state-
ment and since p # M" f [B(0, 12)], on may inductively find x0 , x1 , ...,
xq&1 # B(0, 12) and xq  B(0,
1
2) such that f (xj)= yj and &x j&x j+1 &
1
K \( yj , y j+1). Then
1
2

1
K
:
q&1
0
\( y j , y j+1)\ qN+\
{l
K+
{l
K
and the required estimate follows when { tends to 1. K
Remarks. (1) For pseudoconvex complete circular domains with finite
type boundaries in C2, it has been recently shown that all proper
holomorphic self-maps are automorphisms (see [8]).
(2) Although the boundaries of basins are never globally smooth,
they generally contain large smooth regions. One knows that b0F is
Levi-flat above the Fatou set of F , the map induced by F on Pn (see [9]).
When this Fatou set is empty, it may happen that b0F is almost every-
where spherical and this characterizes F as a Latte s map (see [6]). In that
case, 0F is an amazing example of domain having a branching proper
holomorphic self-map. Nothing is known about the regularity of b0F for
other maps having empty Fatou sets.
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